Hi, my name is
Safoudiny
We are a group of
creative young people
who love inventing and
creating new objects
with their hands, as
well as giving life to
games that ignite
narratives and foster
an attitude of sharing.
We offer companies
and schools workshops
on creativity to
improve
organizational
processes and
enhance business
dynamics.

I'm one of the founding partners
of Giocherenda.
We are the living proof of how,
after all the countless difficulties
we have been though,
you can come up with a new idea
of solidarity-based economy.
Ours is a unique ethical, circular
and inclusive economic business
model. Our most effective tools
are the stories we have brought
to Europe from our countries of
origin. They are the seed allowing
us and those who wish to
challenge themselves to
conceive new narratives.
Are

you
ready to
overturn
stereotypes?

Giocherenda comes from
pulaar (an African language)
and it means
“solidarity, awareness of
interdependence, strength
through sharing, the joy of doing
things together”.

Hi, my name is
Bandiougou:
I would like to
introduce you our
atelier
Located in the heart of
Palermo, our shop
reveals our idea of
"community creations".
Our games are unique
and suitable for all
ages. Aimed at
recovering memories
and encouraging
storytelling and sharing,
our crafty pastimes are
non-competitive: at the
end of the game,
everybody wins.

Cubi Contafiabe:

they are wooden dice with animals, places,
characters, actions, objects illustrated upon
each face. Players can invent collaborative
stories by throwing the dice.

Carte Acchiapparicordi:

these cards contain “hot” words, such as
"challenge", "fear", "conflict". The players
evoke episodes of their life by drawing the
cards from the deck. They motivate people
to tell their autobiographical stories by
creating an intimate atmosphere.

Ronda dei Desideri:

it is a game based on a wheel that players
can spin so as to obtaining a combination
of elements (identities, contexts, obstacles)
allowing them to craft a story connected to
realizing their dreams.

Fantamacchie:

it is a game based on inkblots. Each player
will interpret the drawing in their own way,
recognizing a multiplicity of figures,
meanings and stories to share with others.

Hi, my name
is Moussa
After a long learning
journey, we became
trainers of the Heroic
Imagination Project, a
resilience education
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The Story Box:

it collects all our games in
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Original items:
handmade textile
accessories: backpacks,
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seminars taught by Marina
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Warner, a British writer and
expert on myths, symbols and
fairy tales, president of the
Royal Society of Literature and
lecturer at the University of

bags, tambourine cases,
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in our shop you will find

and other custom-made
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analyzing the past and
together.

programme designed by

Zimbardo, Professor Emeritus

an exclusive set aimed at
building the future

here are
some of our
experiences

London. We were supported,
advised and inspired by the
great British artist Conrad
Shawcross.

Hello, my
name is Hajar

We at Giocherenda are ready

Would you like
to improve your
organizational
climate and
problem-solving
procedures
in your
organization?

Hi, my name
is Omar

to help you improve your

Collaborating means
fostering motivation so as

organizational processes,

to work effectively to

offering workshops on
creativity and storytelling,
empathy and respect for
diversity in the workplace.

achieve common goals:
storytelling makes it
possible.

The workshops take place in
playful contexts and allow you
to test new interaction
dynamics so as to get new
solutions to everyday work
problems.
The activities will allow you
to enhance group dynamics
across organizational
departments. By applying
HIP model (Heroic
Imagination Project
conceived by Philip
Zimbardo) in our training
courses, you will be able to
strengthen your resistance to
external pressures.

We offer any
school
narrative-based
Are you a
programmes
teacher?
aimed at
promoting
intercultural education
and active
citizenship.

Discover our products!
Visit our website

Come and visit us our shop in
Via Aragona 25, 90133 - Palerme

